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Personal Statement 
VFX artist, born in 1981, looking for new work opportunities and always interested in perfecting my current skills. My 
interest first came in my early days. I was always much more excited to see making of videos, than the actual films, and 
at that time, I dreamt of making classical onset film effects. This lead to general interest in fine arts, drawing, 
painting, sculpting and photography. After High school, I tried doing various odd jobs for the lack of real learning 
opportunities in the fields of my main interests. 
 
In 2003, l got my first digital photo camera, made thousands of photos and studied light and photo theory. 
In 2004, I was introduced to the art of video editing, and soon after basic postproduction, using After Effects. I got a job 
at a local TV station, working as an video editor, and doing some basic animation in AE. I worked there for 4 months, and 
soon after transferred to another local TV station, where I've worked for the next ten months. At the time I explored 
capabilities of AE, when it comes to compositing, and also studied the theory behind it all. 
  
In 2006, I have enrolled into the Arts Academy in Novi Sad, department for film editing, where I learned the language of 
cinema, basics of filming, lighting, compositing, animation and sound editing, basically the whole film and TV production 
pipeline, with the emphasis on editing and post-production. From then on, I abandoned AE for NUKE, which I found much 
more versatile and powerful, and I also buffed my knowledge of the compositing theory. At the same time, I started 
working on my 3D skills, learning C4D, and soon after transferred to Maya and Realflow. There began my passion for fluid 
simulation effects, which connects perfectly with my other early passion, physics. For the last five years, I have been 
exploring the world of particle simulation in ReaIflow, and other software, like 3DsMax and Maya, and lately Houdini, 
but also modeling tools like ZBrush and high quality rendering, using tools like Vray, Maxwell and Arnold Renderer. In 
the past three years my main focus was on Realflow, FumeFX(Maya), Maya fluids, Arnold and Zbrush. 
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Knowledge 
I have a solid knowledge and experience with the following software and techniques: 
Photoshop, PremierePro, NUKE, Fusion, PFTack, Silo, Esri CityEngine, Maya, 3Ds Max, ZBrush, 3Dcoat, Mudbox, Realflow, 
FumeFX, e-on Vue, Maxwell Render, Mental Ray, Vray, Keyshot, Arnold Render, Renderman, Krakatoa// motion graphics, 
editing, storyboarding, modeling, texture painting, dynamics, volumetric fluids, particle simulation, large scale fluid 
simulation, particle manipulations(morphing, melting, freezing, etc.), Maya particles and fluids , 3Ds Max Particles (PFlow), 
cloth simulation, rendering, tracking and match-move, rig-removal, keying, roto, lighting (CG and live action), compositing 
(2D and 3D). 
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Education 
Arts Academy in Novi Sad-Bachelor in Film editing 
................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Experience 
Freelance commissions as a Motion Graphics Designer, VFX artist, 3d Generalist and digital compositor (2006 to present 
date); TV, documentary and short film editing (2004-2009); opener for Miss Serbia 2010 beauty pageant, Introduction 
scene for indie film "Superborn" (2012), video editing at the government funded TV station-Radio Televizija Vojvodine 
(2012). 
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References 
You can follow my work on my Vimeo page, and my website. 
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